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ON A GENERALIZED NOTION OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

BY RICHARD DELANGHE

§ 1. Introduction.

In [1], we considered functions g: Rn-*Jl where Jl is the Clifford algebra
constructed over an ^-dimensional quadratic real vector space V with orthogonal
basis e = {elt •-•, en}\ (n>2): Since the elements eA=eil ••• eίfl together with eφ=e0

form a basis of Jl,

where gA: Rπ-»R for all Ae&N (Here N={1, — , n} and all A={il9 — , 4} are ordered
in such a way that l^iι< <ih^n). Moreover, in J[, ei2=ete0 (ε^R, f=l, •••,«)
and 0£0/+ 0/^=0 (z^/). Throughout this paper we suppose that all εz = + l. Let
now g€CC2)(Z)) where /} is an open non empty subset of Rw; then, if we introduce
the operator

we define ^[g] as

and

where
n a2

Furthermore, a function geC(2)(Z)) is called harmonic in Z> iff Π^=0 in D.

§2. A generalized notion of harmonic functions.

In this section, we shall consider a class of functions called extended-harmonic,
the notion of which is essentially derived from the following
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THEOREM 1. Let g: Rn-*Jί be of the class C(2) in D and satisfy Π^O in D\
then for all xsD and all feI(D\{x}\

Conversely, if g: R"-*Jl is of the class Cm in D such that for all xsD and all

then Π0=0 in D.
Here

with

U=

and I(D) denotes the set of closed intervals contained in D.

(/={#: di^Xi^bi, ί=l, •••, w}cD)

Proof. The first part of the Theorem is easily checked. Indeed, take
and Iε(D\{x})', then in virtue of a Theorem stated in [1],

and

Since

in -D\{a;} and Π0=0 in D, we obtain that

Conversely, take ^€J9; then there exists an /e/φ) such that Λ ; € . Since g€Ccl}(Z)),
for any ε>0, there ought to exist an τ?(ε)>0 such that \\h\\e<η(έ) implies

QA(x)\<ε for all A^cpN (\\h\\e is the Euclidean norm of K). Consider a
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ball B(x, r) with 0<r<min(ε, ^(ε)) such that B(x, r)dϊ and construct a closed cube
/ with center x and edge 5 such that Jc:B(x,r)\ moreover, divide 7\/into m closed
intervals I3 (j=l, — , m)\ then, since IjeI(D\{x}) for all j,

L, 7
Hence,

r «-£ r w-5 / M , Γf ^~"^ ^ 1 /
\ — — ̂ «flf(«) = V — ̂ — rf^ to(«) - g(a?)] + \ — — dirt* g(a?
J3j p Jdj p Udj p J

ΰ-x j _ 2πn/2

"

But

p

where

(see e.g. [2]).
By means of a norm which we introduced earlier on Jl (see e.g. [2]), and

since on /, \ψB\^L for all B which appear in

and moreover on d/, p^s/2,

where

Moreover,

K= - 23n/2 - L, K'
n — 2

I I f ΰ—x

\\Jaj pn

since on
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\Uj-Xj\ 1 1

and where M=n22Sn/2, M'=n2nM.
Hence,

dσug(u) + - -~^ dσuM(g) - Aι-ι g(x)

Since ε has been chosen arbitrarily,

-^dσuMg)-An-ι g(x)l=Q

or

and this relation clearly holds for any
Consequently, 0€C(2)(/) and in /,

1 f £θ

—\ ,„ own-iτz-1 J97 (H — Δjp

or g is harmonic in /.
Since x has been taken arbitrarily in £>, g^C^(D) and Πfi'^O in D. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION. Let gr and / be integrable on dl for all /€/(£>) and suppose
furthermore that for all xzD and all IsI(D\{x}),

JdΓ pn Jdi (n — 2)pn~2

then g is called extended-harmonic in D and / is said to be the ^-derivative of g
and we put /=t

REMARK. Let / and /* be integrable on dl for all /€/φ); then define the
relation fRf* iff for all xsD and all IsI(D\{x}\
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Since R is clearly an equivalence relation it is understood that in the above
definition, when speaking of "/ is the ^-derivative of g", the whole equivalence
class [/] of / is meant.

In a foregoing paper (see [1]), we remarked that if geC(2)CD) and Π0=0 in D,
then JΛ(g) is regular in D. In [3], we introduced the definition of an extended-
regular function. We now prove

THEOREM 2. Let g be extended-harmonic in D] then f=^M(g) is extended-
regular in D.

Proof. Take xsD and l€l(D\{x}); then, since g is extended-harmonic in D,

vanishes for all xsD\L Hence, in D\I,

ΰ-x

=0.

Consequently, for all xzD and all IsI(D\{x}\

But this means that / is extended-regular in D (see [3]). Q.E.D.
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